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Abstract. In this article, we analyze the security of the GOST hash
function with respect to (second) preimage resistance. The GOST hash
function, defined in the Russian standard GOST-R 34.11-94, is an iter-
ated hash function producing a 256-bit hash value. As opposed to most
commonly used hash functions such as MD5 and SHA-1, the GOST hash
function defines, in addition to the common iterated structure, a check-
sum computed over all input message blocks. This checksum is then part
of the final hash value computation. For this hash function, we show
how to construct second preimages and preimages with a complexity of
about 2225 compression function evaluations and a memory requirement
of about 238 bytes.

First, we show how to construct a pseudo-preimage for the compres-
sion function of GOST based on its structural properties. Second, this
pseudo-preimage attack on the compression function is extended to a
(second) preimage attack on the GOST hash function. The extension is
possible by combining a multicollision attack and a meet-in-the-middle
attack on the checksum.

Keywords: cryptanalysis, hash functions, preimage attack.

1 Introduction

A cryptographic hash function H maps a message M of arbitrary length to
a fixed-length hash value h. A cryptographic hash function has to fulfill the
following security requirements:

– Collision resistance: it is practically infeasible to find two messages M and
M∗, with M∗ �= M , such that H(M) = H(M∗).

– Second preimage resistance: for a given message M , it is practically infeasible
to find a second message M∗ �= M such that H(M) = H(M∗).

– Preimage resistance: for a given hash value h, it is practically infeasible to
find a message M such that H(M) = h.

The resistance of a hash function to collision and (second) preimage attacks
depends in the first place on the length n of the hash value. Regardless of how a
hash function is designed, an adversary will always be able to find preimages or
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second preimages after trying out about 2n different messages. Finding collisions
requires a much smaller number of trials: about 2n/2 due to the birthday paradox.
If the internal structure of a particular hash function allows collisions or (second)
preimages to be found more efficiently than what could be expected based on
its hash length, then the function is considered to be broken.

Recent cryptanalytic results on hash functions mainly focus on collision at-
tacks (see for instance [2,3,14,15,16,17]) but only few results with respect to
(second) preimages have been published to date (see for instance [7,9]). In
this article, we will present a security analysis with respect to (second) preim-
age resistance for the hash function specified in the Russian national stan-
dard GOST-R 34.11-94. This standard has been developed by GUBS of Federal
Agency Government Communication and Information and All-Russian Scientific
and Research Institute of Standardization. The standard also specifies amongst
others the GOST block cipher and the GOST signature algorithm.

The GOST hash function is an iterated hash function producing a 256-bit hash
value. Since the GOST block cipher is a building block of the hash function,
it can be considered as a block-cipher-based hash function. While there have
been published several cryptanalytic results regarding the block cipher (see for
instance [1,6,8,12,13]), we are not aware of any published security analysis of
the GOST hash function besides the work of Gauravaram and Kelsey in [4].
They show that the generic attacks on hash functions based on the Damg̊ard-
Merkle design principle can be extended to hash functions with linear/modular
checksums independent of the underlying compression function.

In this article, we present an analysis of the GOST hash function. To denote
the GOST hash function, we will simply write GOST for the remainder of this
article. We exploit the internal structure of GOST to construct pseudo-preimages
for the compression function of GOST with a complexity of about 2192. Further-
more, we show how this attack on the compression function of GOST can be
extended to a (second) preimage attack on the hash function. The attack has a
complexity of about 2225 instead of 2256 what is expected from a 256-bit hash
value. Both attacks are structural attacks in the sense that they are independent
of the underlying block cipher.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give a
short description of GOST. Section 3 presents the pseudo-preimage attack on the
compression function. The extension of the attack on the compression function
resulting in the preimage attack is discussed in Section 4. Finally, we present
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Description of GOST

GOST is an iterated hash function that processes message blocks of 256 bits and
produces a 256-bit hash value. If the message length is not a multiple of 256,
an unambiguous padding method is applied. For the description of the padding
method we refer to [10]. Let M = M1‖M2‖ · · · ‖Mt be a t-block message (after
padding). The hash value h = H(M) is computed as follows (see Fig. 1):
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Fig. 1. Structure of the GOST hash function

H0 = IV (1)
Hi = f(Hi−1, Mi) for 0 < i ≤ t (2)

Ht+1 = f(Ht, |M |) (3)
Ht+2 = f(ht+1, Σ) = h , (4)

where Σ = M1 � M2 � · · · � Mt, and � denotes addition modulo 2256. IV is a
predefined initial value and |M | represents the bit-length of the entire message
prior to padding. As can be seen in (4), GOST specifies a checksum (Σ) con-
sisting of the modular addition of all message blocks, which is then input to the
final application of the compression function. Computing this checksum is not
part of most commonly used hash functions such as MD5 and SHA-1.

The compression function f of GOST basically consist of three parts (see also
Fig. 2): the state update transformation, the key generation, and the output
transformation. In the following, we will describe these parts in more detail.
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Fig. 2. The compression function of GOST

2.1 State Update Transformation

The state update transformation of GOST consists of 4 parallel instances of the
GOST block cipher, denoted by E. The intermediate hash value Hi−1 is split
into four 64-bit words h3‖h2‖h1‖h0. Each 64-bit word is used in one stream of
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the state update transformation to construct the 256-bit value S = s3‖s2‖s1‖s0
in the following way:

s0 = E(k0, h0) (5)
s1 = E(k1, h1) (6)
s2 = E(k2, h2) (7)
s3 = E(k3, h3) (8)

where E(k, p) denotes the encryption of the 64-bit plaintext p under the 256-bit
key k. We refer to the GOST standard, for a detailed description of the GOST
block cipher.

2.2 Key Generation

The key generation of GOST takes as input the intermediate hash value Hi−1
and the message block Mi to compute a 1024-bit key K. This key is split into
four 256-bit keys ki, i.e. K = k3‖ · · · ‖k0, where each key ki is used in one stream
as the key for the GOST block cipher E in the state update transformation. The
four keys k0, k1, k2, and k3 are computed in the following way:

k0 = P (Hi−1 ⊕ Mi) (9)
k1 = P (A(Hi−1) ⊕ A2(Mi)) (10)
k2 = P (A2(Hi−1) ⊕ Const⊕ A4(Mi)) (11)
k3 = P (A(A2(Hi−1) ⊕ Const) ⊕ A6(Mi)) (12)

where A and P are linear transformations and Const is a constant. Note that
A2(x) = A(A(x)). For the definition of the linear transformation A and P as well
as the value of Const, we refer to [10], since we do not need them for our analysis.

2.3 Output Transformation

The output transformation of GOST combines the initial value Hi−1, the mes-
sage block Mi, and the output of the state update transformation S to compute
the output value Hi of the compression function. It is defined as follows.

Hi = ψ61(Hi−1 ⊕ ψ(Mi ⊕ ψ12(S))) (13)

The linear transformation ψ : {0, 1}256 → {0, 1}256 is given by:

ψ(Γ ) = (γ0 ⊕ γ1 ⊕ γ2 ⊕ γ3 ⊕ γ12 ⊕ γ15)‖γ15‖γ14‖ · · · ‖γ1 (14)

where Γ is split into sixteen 16-bit words, i.e. Γ = γ15‖γ14‖ · · · ‖γ0.

3 Constructing Pseudo-preimages for the Compression
Function of GOST

In this section, we present how to construct a pseudo-preimage for the com-
pression function of GOST. The attack is based on structural weaknesses of
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the compression function. Since the transformation ψ is linear, (13) can be
written as:

Hi = ψ61(Hi−1) ⊕ ψ62(Mi) ⊕ ψ74(S) (15)

Furthermore, ψ is invertible and hence (15) can be written as:

ψ−74(Hi)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

X

= ψ−13(Hi−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y

⊕ ψ−12(Mi)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Z

⊕S (16)

Note that Y depends linearly on Hi−1 and Z depends linearly on Mi. As opposed
to Y and Z, S depends on both Hi−1 and Mi processed by the block cipher E.
For the following discussion, we split the 256-bit words X, Y, Z defined in (16)
into 64-bit words:

X = x3‖x2‖x1‖x0 Y = y3‖y2‖y1‖y0 Z = z3‖z2‖z1‖z0

Now, (16) can be written as:

x0 = y0 ⊕ z0 ⊕ s0 (17)
x1 = y1 ⊕ z1 ⊕ s1 (18)
x2 = y2 ⊕ z2 ⊕ s2 (19)
x3 = y3 ⊕ z3 ⊕ s3 (20)

For a given Hi, we can easily compute the value X = ψ−74(Hi). Now assume,
that for the given X = x0‖x1‖x2‖x3, we can find two pairs (H1

i−1, M
1
i ) and

(H2
i−1, M

2
i ), where H1

i−1 �= H2
i−1 or M1

i �= M2
i , such that both pairs produce

the value x0. Then we know that with a probability of 2−192, these two pairs
also lead to the corresponding values x1, x2, and x3. In other words, we have
constructed a pseudo-preimage for the given Hi for the compression function of
GOST with a probability of 2−192. Therefore, assuming that we can construct
2192 pairs (Hj

i−1, M
j
i ), where Hj

i−1 �= Hk
i−1 or M j

i �= Mk
i , such that all produce

the value x0, then we have constructed a pseudo-preimage for the compression
function.

Based on this short description, we will show now how to construct pseudo-
preimages for the compression function of GOST. We will first derive how to
construct pairs (Hj

i−1, M
j
i ), which all produce the same value x0. This boils

down to solving an underdetermined system of equations. Assume, we want to
keep the value s0 in (17) constant. Since s0 = E(k0, h0), we have to find pairs
(Hj

i−1, M
j
i ) such that the values k0 and h0 are the same for each pair. We know

that h0 directly depends on Hi−1. The key k0 depends on Hi−1 ⊕Mi. Therefore,
we get the following equations:

h0 = a (21)
m0 ⊕ h0 = b0 (22)
m1 ⊕ h1 = b1 (23)
m2 ⊕ h2 = b2 (24)
m3 ⊕ h3 = b3 (25)
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where a and the bi’s are arbitrary 64-bit values. Note that k0 = P (Hi−1 ⊕Mi) =
B̄, where B̄ = P (B) and B = b3‖ · · · ‖b0, see (9). This is an underdetermined
system of equations with 5 · 64 equations in 8 · 64 variables over GF (2). Solving
this system leads to 2192 solutions for which s0 has the same value. To find pairs
(Hj

i−1, M
j
i ) for which x0 has the same value, we still have to ensure that also the

term y0 ⊕ z0 in (17) has the same value for all pairs. This adds one additional
equation (64 equations over GF (2)) to our system of equations, namely

y0 ⊕ z0 = c (26)

where c is an arbitrary 64-bit value. This equation does not add any new vari-
ables, since we know that y0 depends linearly on h3‖h2‖h1‖h0 and z0 depends
linearly on m3‖m2‖m1‖m0, see (16). To summarize, fixing the value of x0 boils
down to solving an underdetermined equation system with 6 · 64 equations and
8 ·64 unknowns over GF (2). This leads to 2128 solutions hi and mi for 0 ≤ i < 4
and hence 2128 pairs (Hj

i−1, M
j
i ) for which the value x0 is the same.

Now we can describe how the pseudo-preimage attack on the compression
function of GOST works. In the attack, we have to find Hi−1 and Mi such that
f(Hi−1, Mi) = Hi for a given value of Hi. The attack can be summarized as
follows.

1. Choose random values for b0, b1, b2, b3 and a. This determines k0 and h0
2. Compute s0 = E(k0, h0) and adjust c accordingly such that

x0 = y0 ⊕ z0 ⊕ s0 = c ⊕ s0

holds with X = ψ−74(Hi).
3. Solve the set of 6 · 64 linear equations over GF (2) to obtain 2128 pairs

(Hj
i−1, M

j
i ) for which x0 is correct.

4. For each pair compute X and check if x3, x2 and x1 are correct. This holds
with a probability of 2−192. Thus, after testing all 2128 pairs, we will find a
correct pair with a probability of 2−192 · 2128 = 2−64. Therefore, we have to
repeat the attack about 264 times for different choices of b0, b1, b2, b3 and a
to find a pseudo-preimage for the compression function of GOST.

Hence, we can construct a pseudo-preimage for the compression function of
GOST with a complexity of about 2192 instead of 2256 as expected for a com-
pression function with an output size of 256 bits. In the next section, we will
show how this attack on the compression function can be extended to a preimage
attack on the hash function.

4 A Preimage Attack for the Hash Function

In a preimage attack, we want to find, for a given hash value h, a message M such
that H(M) = h. As we will show in the following, for GOST we can construct
preimages of h with a complexity of about 2225 evaluations of the compression
function of GOST. Furthermore, the preimage consists of 257 message blocks,
i.e. M = M1‖ · · · ‖M257. The preimage attack consists basically of four steps as
also shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Preimage Attack on GOST

4.1 STEP 1: Multicollisions for GOST

In [5], Joux introduced multicollisions which can be constructed for any iterated
hash function. A multicollision is a set of messages of equal length that all lead
to the same hash value. As shown by Joux, constructing a 2t multicollision,
i.e. 2t messages consisting of t message blocks which all lead to the same hash
value, can be done with a complexity of about t · 2n/2, where n is the bit-
size of the hash value. For the preimage attack on GOST, we construct a 2256

multicollision. This means, we have 2256 messages M∗ = M j1
1 ‖M j2

2 ‖ · · · ‖M j256
256

for j1, j2, . . . , j256 ∈ {1, 2} consisting of 256 blocks that all lead to the same hash
value H256. This results in a complexity of about 256 · 2128 = 2136 evaluations
of the compression function of GOST. Furthermore, the memory requirement
is about 2 · 256 message blocks, i.e. we need to store 214 bytes. With these
multicollisions, we are able to construct the needed value of Σm in STEP 4 of
the attack (where the superscript m stands for ‘multicollision’).

4.2 STEP 2: Pseudo-preimages for the Last Iteration

We construct 232 pseudo-preimages for the last iteration of GOST. For the given
h, we proceed as described in Section 3 to construct a list L that consists of 232

pairs (H258, Σ
t) (where the superscript t stands for ‘target’). Constructing the

list L has a complexity of about 232 · 2192 = 2224 evaluations of the compression
function of GOST. The memory requirements in this step come from the storage
of 232 pairs (Hi−1, Mi), i.e. we need to store 232 512-bit values or 238 bytes.

4.3 STEP 3: Preimages Including the Length Encoding

In this step, we have to find a message block M257 such that for the given H256
determined in STEP 1, and for |M | determined by our assumption that we want
to construct preimages consisting of 257 message blocks, we find a H258 that is
also contained in the list L constructed in STEP 2. Note that since we want to
construct a message that is a multiple of 256 bits, we choose M257 to be a full
message block and hence no padding is needed. We proceed as follows. Choose
an arbitrary message block M257 and compute H258 as follows:

H257 = f(H256, M257)
H258 = f(H257, |M |)
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where |M | = (256 + 1) · 256. Then we check if the resulting value H258 is also
in the list L. Since there are 232 entries in L, we will find the right M257 with
a probability of 2−256 · 232 = 2−224. Hence, after repeating this step of the
attack about 2224 times, we will find an M257 and an according H258 that is also
contained in the list L. Hence, this step of the attack requires 2225 evaluations
of the compression function. Once we have found an appropriate M257, also the
value Σm is determined: Σm = Σt � M257.

4.4 STEP 4: Constructing Σm

In STEP 1, we constructed a 2256 multicollision in the first 256 iterations of the
hash function. From this set of messages that all lead to the same H256, we now
have to find a message M∗ = M j1

1 ‖M j2
2 ‖ · · · ‖M j256

256 for j1, j2, . . . , j256 ∈ {1, 2}
that leads to the value of Σm = Σt � M257. This can easily done by applying
a meet-in-the-middle attack. First, we save all values for Σ1 = M j1

1 � M j2
2 �

· · ·�M j128
128 in the list L. Note that we have in total 2128 values in L. Second, we

compute Σ2 = M j129
129 �M j130

130 � · · ·�M j256
256 and check if Σm �Σ2 is in the list L.

After testing all 2128 values, we expect to find a matching entry in the list L and
hence a message M∗ = M j1

1 ‖M j2
2 ‖ · · · ‖M j256

256 that leads to Σm = Σt � M257.
This step of the attack has a complexity of 2128 and a memory requirement of
2128 · 25 = 2133 bytes. Once we have found M∗, we found a preimage for GOST
consisting of 256+1 message blocks, namely M∗‖M257.

The complexity of the preimage attack is determined by the computational
effort of STEP 2 and STEP 3, i.e. a preimage of h can be found in about 2225 +
2224 ≈ 2225 evaluations of the compression function. The memory requirements
for the preimage attack are determined by finding M∗ in STEP 4, since we need
to store 2133 bytes for the standard meet-in-the-middle attack. Due to the high
memory requirements of STEP 4, one could see this part as the bottleneck of
the attack. However, the memory requirements of STEP 4 can be significantly
reduced by applying a memory-less variant of the meet-in-the-middle attack
introduced by Quisquater and Delescaille in [11].

4.5 A Remark on Second Preimages

Note that the presented preimage attack on GOST also implies a second preim-
age attack. In this case, we are not given only the hash value h but also a message
M that results in this hash value. We can construct for any given message a sec-
ond preimage in the same way as we construct preimages. The difference is, that
the second preimage will always consist of at least 257 message blocks. Thus, we
can construct a second preimage for any message M (of arbitrary length) with
a complexity of about 2225 evaluations of the compression function of GOST.

Note that for long messages (more than 232 message blocks) the generic second
preimage attack of Gauravaram and Kelsey [4] is more efficient. For instance,
a second preimage can be found for a message consisting of about 254 message
blocks with a complexity of 2203 evaluations of the compression function of GOST
and 2142 bytes of memory.
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we have presented a (second) preimage attack on GOST. Both
the preimage and the second preimage attack have a complexity of about 2225

evaluations of the compression function and a memory requirement of about 238

bytes. The internal structure of the compression function allows to construct
pseudo-preimages with a complexity of about 2192. This alone would not render
the hash function insecure but would actually just constitute a certificational
weakness. Nevertheless, the fact that we can construct multicollisions for any
iterated hash function including GOST and the possibility of applying a meet-
in-the-middle attack make the preimage and second preimage attack on GOST
possible. More precisely, as opposed to most iterated hash functions, GOST ad-
ditionally computes a checksum of the single message blocks which is then input
to the final application of the compression function. For the preimage attack, we
need a certain value in this chain after 256 iterations. The multicollision attack
allows to generate a huge set of colliding messages such that we can generate
any value for this checksum. Furthermore, a memory-less variant of meet-in-the-
middle attack enables us to construct the specific value in an efficient way with
respect to both running time and memory requirements.
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A A Pseudo-collision for the Compression Function

In a similar way as we have constructed a pseudo-preimage in Section 3, we
can construct a pseudo-collision for the compression function of GOST. In the
attack, we have to find two pairs (H1

i−1, M
1
i ) and (H2

i−1, M
2
i ), where H1

i−1 �=
H2

i−1 or M1
i �= M2

i , such that f(H1
i−1, M

1
i ) = f(H2

i−1, M
2
i ). The attack can be

summarized as follows.

1. Choose random values for a, b0, b1, b2, b3 and c. This determines x0.
2. Solve the set of 6 · 64 linear equations over GF (2) to obtain 2128 pairs

(Hj
i−1, M

j
i ) for which x0 in (17) is equal.

3. For each pair compute X = x3‖x2‖x1‖x0 and save the the triple (X, Hj
i−1,

M j
i ) in the list L. Note that x0 is equal for all entries in the list L.

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/saarinen98chosen.html
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After computing at most 296 candidates for X one expect to find a matching
entry (a collision) in L. Note that a collision is likely to exist due to the
birthday paradox. Once, we have found a matching entry for X in the list L,
we have also found a pseudo-collision for the compression function of GOST,
since Hi = ψ74(X), see (16).

Note that memory-less variants of this attack can be devised [11]. Hence, we have
a pseudo-collision for the compression function of GOST with a complexity of
about 296 instead of 2128 as expected for a compression function with an output
size of 256 bits.
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